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Abstract: Embodiments of the invention generally provide an input device with display screens that periodically update (refresh) the screen by selectively driving common electrodes corresponding to pixels in a display line. In general, the input device drives each electrode until each display line (and each pixel) of a display frame is updated. In addition to updating the display, the input device may perform capacitive sensing using the display screen as a proximity sensing area. To do this, the input device may interleave periods of capacitive sensing between periods of updating the display based on a display frame. For example, the input device may update the first half of display lines of the display screen, pause display updating, perform capacitive sensing, and finish updating the rest of the display lines. Further still, the input device may use common electrodes for both updating the display and performing capacitive sensing.
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CAPACITIVE SENSING DURING NON-DISPLAY UPDATE TIMES

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] Embodiments of the present invention generally relate to performing capacitance sensing while updating a display, or more specifically, to performing capacitance sensing when display updating is paused.

Description of Related Art

[0002] Input devices including proximity sensor devices (also commonly called touchpads or touch sensor devices) are widely used in a variety of electronic systems. A proximity sensor device typically includes a sensing region, often demarked by a surface, in which the proximity sensor device determines the presence, location and/or motion of one or more input objects. Proximity sensor devices may be used to provide interfaces for the electronic system. For example, proximity sensor devices are often used as input devices for larger computing systems (such as opaque touchpads integrated in, or peripheral to, notebook or desktop computers). Proximity sensor devices are also often used in smaller computing systems (such as touch screens integrated in cellular phones).

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Embodiments of the invention generally provide a processing system for a display device comprising an integrated capacitive sensing device. The processing system includes a driver module comprising driver circuitry where the driver module coupled to a plurality of common electrodes configured to be driven for updating a plurality of display lines in a display screen of the display device and performing capacitive sensing. The driver module is configured to drive a first one of the common electrodes for updating a first one of the display lines during a first time period of a first display frame and drive a second one of the common electrodes for updating
a second one of the display lines during a second time period of the first display frame. The driver module is further configured to drive a first transmitter electrode for capacitive sensing during a third time period of the first display frame where the first transmitter electrode comprises at least one of the plurality of common electrodes. Moreover, the third time period is at least as long as the first time period and occurs after the first time period and before the second time period. The processing system also includes a receiver module coupled to a plurality of receiver electrodes and configured to receive resulting signals while driving the first transmitter electrode during the third time period. The processing system includes a determination module configured to determine positional information for an input object based on the resulting signals.

[0004] Embodiments of the invention generally provide a method for operating a display device comprising an integrated capacitive sensing device. The method includes driving a first common electrode of a plurality of common electrodes for updating, during a first time period, a first display line of a first display frame and driving a second common electrode of the plurality of common electrodes for updating, during a second time period, a second display line of the first display frame. The method includes driving first transmitter electrode for capacitive sensing during a third time period of the first display frame. The first transmitter electrode comprises at least one of the plurality of common electrodes, and the third time period is at least as long as the first time period and occurs after the first time period and before the second time period. The method includes receiving resulting signals on a plurality of receiver electrodes while driving the first transmitter electrode during the third time period and determining positional information for an input object based on the resulting signals.

[0005] Embodiments of the invention may further provide a display device having an integrated capacitive sensing device. The display device includes a plurality of common electrodes configured to be driven for updating a plurality of display lines of a display screen of the display device and performing
capacitive sensing and a plurality of receiver electrodes. The display device includes a processor coupled to the plurality of common electrodes and to the plurality of receiver electrodes. The processor is configured to drive a first one of the common electrodes for updating, during a first time period of a first display frame, a first one of the display lines and a second common electrode for updating, during a second time period of the first display frame, a second one of the display lines. The processor is configured to drive first transmitter electrode for capacitive sensing during a third time period of the first display frame where the first transmitter electrode comprise at least one of the plurality of common electrodes, and the third time period being at least as long as the first time period and occurring after the first time period and before the second time period. The processor is configured to receive resulting signals on at least one of the plurality of receiver electrodes while driving the first transmitter electrode during the third time period and determine positional information for an input object based on the resulting signals.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

[0006] So that the manner in which the above recited features of the present invention can be understood in detail, a more particular description of the invention, briefly summarized above, may be had by reference to embodiments, some of which are illustrated in the appended drawings. It is to be noted, however, that the appended drawings illustrate only typical embodiments of this invention and are therefore not to be considered limiting of its scope, for the invention may admit to other equally effective embodiments.

[0007] Figure 1 is a schematic block diagram of an exemplary input device, according to an embodiment described herein.

[0008] Figure 2 illustrates a stack-up of a sensor assembly that may be used in the input device to sense the input object, according to an embodiment described herein.
Figure 3 is a timing chart for processing a display frame with interleaved capacitive sensing periods, according to one embodiment disclosed herein.

Figure 4 is a timing diagram for interleaving a capacitive sensing period into a display frame update, according to one embodiment disclosed herein.

Figure 5 is a timing chart for processing a display frame with interleaved capacitive sensing periods, according to one embodiment disclosed herein.

Figures 6 is a graph illustrating noise susceptibility when switching between display updating and capacitive sensing, according to one embodiment disclosed herein.

Figures 7A-7C are timing charts for processing a display frame with interleaved capacitive sensing periods, according to embodiments disclosed herein.

Figure 8 illustrates a method of interleaving periods of capacitance sensing with display updating, according to an embodiment disclosed herein.

Figure 9 illustrates a system for communicating between an electronic system and an input device that interleaves capacitive sensing periods with display updating periods, according to one embodiment disclosed herein.

To facilitate understanding, identical reference numerals have been used, where possible, to designate identical elements that are common to the figures. It is contemplated that elements disclosed in one embodiment may be beneficially utilized on other embodiments without specific recitation. The drawings referred to here should not be understood as being drawn to scale unless specifically noted. Also, the drawings are often simplified and details or components omitted for clarity of presentation and explanation. The drawings and discussion serve to explain principles discussed below, where like designations denote like elements.
**DETAILED DESCRIPTION**

[0017] The following detailed description is merely exemplary in nature and is not intended to limit the invention or the application and uses of the invention. Furthermore, there is no intention to be bound by any expressed or implied theory presented in the preceding technical field, background, brief summary or the following detailed description.

[0018] Various embodiments of the present technology provide input devices and methods for improving usability. Input devices with display screens periodically update (refresh) the screen by selectively driving common electrodes corresponding to pixels in the screen’s display lines. In general, the input devices drive each electrode until each display line (and each pixel) of a display frame is updated. As used herein, a display frame includes the necessary information for updating, at least once, a defined portion of the display lines in a display screen. For example, if the input device updates the display screen sixty times a second, the input device receives sixty display frames which the input device uses to update each display line sixty times. Moreover, a display frame may not include all the display lines in the display screen. For example, only a portion of the display screen may be actively displaying an image, and thus, the display frames may contain only the data needed to update the display lines in the active portion.

[0019] In addition to updating the display, the input device may perform capacitive sensing using the display screen as a proximity sensing area. Moreover, the input device may interleave periods of capacitive sensing between periods of updating the display based on a display frame. For example, the input device may update the first half of the display lines of the display screen, pause display updating, perform capacitive sensing, and finish updating the rest of the display lines. In this manner, the time period necessary for updating a screen based on a single display frame includes one or more interleaved periods of capacitive sensing. Further still, the input
device may use common electrodes for both updating the display and performing capacitive sensing.

[0020] In one embodiment, the periods of capacitive sensing may be at least as long as the time period needed to update a single display line. For example, the input device may use one or more common electrodes to update a single display line. After the line is updated, but before starting on the next display line, the input device may use the same common electrodes for capacitive sensing for a similar amount of time. Performing capacitive sensing for a time period at least equal to the time needed to update a display line may permit the input device to use contiguous sensing cycles to measure a capacitance or a change in capacitance associated with one or more of the common electrodes. That is, the capacitance measurement can be obtained without interrupting the sensing cycles.

[0021] Figure 1 is a block diagram of an exemplary input device 100, in accordance with embodiments of the present technology. Although embodiments of the present disclosure may be utilized in an input device 100 including a display device integrated with a sensing device, it is contemplated that the invention may be embodied in display devices without integrated sensing devices. The input device 100 may be configured to provide input to an electronic system 150. As used in this document, the term "electronic system" (or "electronic device") broadly refers to any system capable of electronically processing information. Some non-limiting examples of electronic systems 150 include personal computers of all sizes and shapes, such as desktop computers, laptop computers, netbook computers, tablets, web browsers, e-book readers, and personal digital assistants (PDAs). Additional example electronic systems 150 include composite input devices, such as physical keyboards that include input device 100 and separate joysticks or key switches. Further example electronic systems 150 include peripherals such as data input devices (including remote controls and mice), and data output devices (including display screens and printers). Other examples include remote terminals, kiosks, and video game machines {e.g.,
video game consoles, portable gaming devices, and the like). Other examples include communication devices (including cellular phones, such as smart phones), and media devices (including recorders, editors, and players such as televisions, set-top boxes, music players, digital photo frames, and digital cameras). Additionally, the electronic system could be a host or a slave to the input device.

The input device 100 can be implemented as a physical part of the electronic system 150, or can be physically separate from the electronic system 150. As appropriate, the input device 100 may communicate with parts of the electronic system using any one or more of the following: buses, networks, and other wired or wireless interconnections. Examples include \textsuperscript{12}C, SPI, PS/2, Universal Serial Bus (USB), Bluetooth, RF, and IRDA.

In Figure 1, the input device 100 is shown as a proximity sensor device (also often referred to as a "touchpad" or a "touch sensor device") configured to sense input provided by one or more input objects 140 in a sensing region 120. Example input objects include fingers and styli, as shown in Figure 1.

Sensing region 120 encompasses any space above, around, in and/or near the input device 100 in which the input device 100 is able to detect user input (e.g., user input provided by one or more input objects 140). The sizes, shapes, and locations of particular sensing regions may vary widely from embodiment to embodiment. In some embodiments, the sensing region 120 extends from a surface of the input device 100 in one or more directions into space until signal-to-noise ratios prevent sufficiently accurate object detection. The distance to which this sensing region 120 extends in a particular direction, in various embodiments, may be on the order of less than a millimeter, millimeters, centimeters, or more, and may vary significantly with the type of sensing technology used and the accuracy desired. Thus, some embodiments sense input that comprises no contact with any surfaces of the input device 100, contact with an input surface (e.g. a touch surface) of the
input device 100, contact with an input surface of the input device 100 coupled with some amount of applied force or pressure, and/or a combination thereof. In various embodiments, input surfaces may be provided by surfaces of casings within which the sensor electrodes reside, by face sheets applied over the sensor electrodes or any casings, etc. In some embodiments, the sensing region 120 has a rectangular shape when projected onto an input surface of the input device 100.

[0025] The input device 100 may utilize any combination of sensor components and sensing technologies to detect user input in the sensing region 120. The input device 100 comprises one or more sensing elements 121 for detecting user input. As several non-limiting examples, the input device 100 may use capacitive, elastive, resistive, inductive, magnetic acoustic, ultrasonic, and/or optical techniques.

[0026] Some implementations are configured to provide images that span one, two, three, or higher dimensional spaces. Some implementations are configured to provide projections of input along particular axes or planes.

[0027] In some resistive implementations of the input device 100, a flexible and conductive first layer is separated by one or more spacer elements from a conductive second layer. During operation, one or more voltage gradients are created across the layers. Pressing the flexible first layer may deflect it sufficiently to create electrical contact between the layers, resulting in voltage outputs reflective of the point(s) of contact between the layers. These voltage outputs may be used to determine positional information.

[0028] In some inductive implementations of the input device 100, one or more sensing elements 121 pick up loop currents induced by a resonating coil or pair of coils. Some combination of the magnitude, phase, and frequency of the currents may then be used to determine positional information.

[0029] In some capacitive implementations of the input device 100, voltage or current is applied to create an electric field. Nearby input objects cause
changes in the electric field, and produce detectable changes in capacitive coupling that may be detected as changes in voltage, current, or the like.

[0030] Some capacitive implementations utilize arrays or other regular or irregular patterns of capacitive sensing elements 121 to create electric fields. In some capacitive implementations, separate sensing elements 121 may be ohmically shorted together to form larger sensor electrodes. Some capacitive implementations utilize resistive sheets, which may be uniformly resistive.

[0031] Some capacitive implementations utilize "self capacitance" (or "absolute capacitance") sensing methods based on changes in the capacitive coupling between sensor electrodes and an input object. In various embodiments, an input object near the sensor electrodes alters the electric field near the sensor electrodes, thus changing the measured capacitive coupling. In one implementation, an absolute capacitance sensing method operates by modulating sensor electrodes with respect to a reference voltage (e.g. system ground), and by detecting the capacitive coupling between the sensor electrodes and input objects.

[0032] Some capacitive implementations utilize "mutual capacitance" (or "transcapacitance") sensing methods based on changes in the capacitive coupling between sensor electrodes. In various embodiments, an input object near the sensor electrodes alters the electric field between the sensor electrodes, thus changing the measured capacitive coupling. In one implementation, a transcapacitive sensing method operates by detecting the capacitive coupling between one or more transmitter sensor electrodes (also "transmitter electrodes") and one or more receiver sensor electrodes (also "receiver electrodes"). Transmitter sensor electrodes may be modulated relative to a reference voltage (e.g., system ground) to transmit transmitter signals. Receiver sensor electrodes may be held substantially constant relative to the reference voltage to facilitate receipt of resulting signals. A resulting signal may comprise effect(s) corresponding to one or more transmitter signals, and/or to one or more sources of environmental
interference (e.g. other electromagnetic signals). Sensor electrodes may be
dedicated transmitter electrodes or receiver electrodes, or may be configured
to both transmit and receive.

[0033] In Figure 1, a processing system 110 is shown as part of the input
device 100. The processing system 110 is configured to operate the
hardware of the input device 100 to detect input in the sensing region 120.
The processing system 110 comprises parts of or all of one or more
integrated circuits (ICs) and/or other circuitry components. (For example, a
processing system for a mutual capacitance sensor device may comprise
transmitter circuitry configured to transmit signals with transmitter sensor
electrodes, and/or receiver circuitry configured to receive signals with receiver
sensor electrodes). In some embodiments, the processing system 110 also
comprises electronically-readable instructions, such as firmware code,
software code, and/or the like. In some embodiments, components
composing the processing system 110 are located together, such as near
sensing element(s) of the input device 100. In other embodiments,
components of processing system 110 are physically separate with one or
more components close to sensing element(s) of input device 100, and one or
more components elsewhere. For example, the input device 100 may be a
peripheral coupled to a desktop computer, and the processing system 110
may comprise software configured to run on a central processing unit of the
desktop computer and one or more ICs (perhaps with associated firmware)
separate from the central processing unit. As another example, the input
device 100 may be physically integrated in a phone, and the processing
system 110 may comprise circuits and firmware that are part of a main
processor of the phone. In some embodiments, the processing system 110 is
dedicated to implementing the input device 100. In other embodiments, the
processing system 110 also performs other functions, such as operating
display screens, driving haptic actuators, etc.

[0034] The processing system 110 may be implemented as a set of
modules that handle different functions of the processing system 110. Each
module may comprise circuitry that is a part of the processing system 110, firmware, software, or a combination thereof. In various embodiments, different combinations of modules may be used. Example modules include hardware operation modules for operating hardware such as sensor electrodes and display screens, data processing modules for processing data such as sensor signals and positional information, and reporting modules for reporting information. Further example modules include sensor operation modules configured to operate sensing element(s) to detect input, identification modules configured to identify gestures such as mode changing gestures, and mode changing modules for changing operation modes.

[0035] In some embodiments, the processing system 110 responds to user input (or lack of user input) in the sensing region 120 directly by causing one or more actions. Example actions include changing operation modes, as well as GUI actions such as cursor movement, selection, menu navigation, and other functions. In some embodiments, the processing system 110 provides information about the input (or lack of input) to some part of the electronic system (e.g. to a central processing system of the electronic system that is separate from the processing system 110, if such a separate central processing system exists). In some embodiments, some part of the electronic system processes information received from the processing system 110 to act on user input, such as to facilitate a full range of actions, including mode changing actions and GUI actions.

[0036] For example, in some embodiments, the processing system 110 operates the sensing element(s) of the input device 100 to produce electrical signals indicative of input (or lack of input) in the sensing region 120. The processing system 110 may perform any appropriate amount of processing on the electrical signals in producing the information provided to the electronic system. For example, the processing system 110 may digitize analog electrical signals obtained from the sensor electrodes. As another example, the processing system 110 may perform filtering or other signal conditioning. As yet another example, the processing system 110 may subtract or
otherwise account for a baseline, such that the information reflects a difference between the electrical signals and the baseline. As yet further examples, the processing system 110 may determine positional information, recognize inputs as commands, recognize handwriting, and the like.

[0037] "Positional information" as used herein broadly encompasses absolute position, relative position, velocity, acceleration, and other types of spatial information. Exemplary "zero-dimensional" positional information includes near/far or contact/no contact information. Exemplary "one-dimensional" positional information includes positions along an axis. Exemplary "two-dimensional" positional information includes motions in a plane. Exemplary "three-dimensional" positional information includes instantaneous or average velocities in space. Further examples include other representations of spatial information. Historical data regarding one or more types of positional information may also be determined and/or stored, including, for example, historical data that tracks position, motion, or instantaneous velocity over time.

[0038] In some embodiments, the input device 100 is implemented with additional input components that are operated by the processing system 110 or by some other processing system. These additional input components may provide redundant functionality for input in the sensing region 120, or some other functionality. Figure 1 shows buttons 130 near the sensing region 120 that can be used to facilitate selection of items using the input device 100. Other types of additional input components include sliders, balls, wheels, switches, and the like. Conversely, in some embodiments, the input device 100 may be implemented with no other input components.

[0039] In some embodiments, the input device 100 comprises a touch screen interface, and the sensing region 120 overlaps at least part of an active area of a display screen of the display device 101. For example, the input device 100 may comprise substantially transparent sensor electrodes overlaying the display screen and provide a touch screen interface for the
associated electronic system. The display screen may be any type of dynamic display capable of displaying a visual interface to a user, and may include any type of light emitting diode (LED), organic LED (OLED), cathode ray tube (CRT), liquid crystal display (LCD), plasma, electroluminescence (EL), or other display technology. The input device 100 and the display device 101 may share physical elements. For example, some embodiments may utilize some of the same electrical components for displaying and sensing. As another example, the display device 101 may be operated in part or in total by the processing system 110.

[0040] It should be understood that while many embodiments of the present technology are described in the context of a fully functioning apparatus, the mechanisms of the present technology are capable of being distributed as a program product (e.g., software) in a variety of forms. For example, the mechanisms of the present technology may be implemented and distributed as a software program on information bearing media that are readable by electronic processors (e.g., non-transitory computer-readable and/or recordable/writable information bearing media readable by the processing system 110). Additionally, the embodiments of the present technology apply equally regardless of the particular type of medium used to carry out the distribution. Examples of non-transitory, electronically readable media include various discs, memory sticks, memory cards, memory modules, and the like. Electronically readable media may be based on flash, optical, magnetic, holographic, or any other storage technology.

[0041] Figure 2 shows a portion of an exemplary pattern of sensing elements 121 configured to sense in a sensing region associated with the pattern, according to some embodiments. For clarity of illustration and description, Figure 2 shows the sensing elements 121 in a pattern of simple rectangles, and does not show various components. This pattern of sensing elements 121 comprises a first plurality of sensor electrodes 160 (160-1, 160-2, 160-3, ... 160-n), and a second plurality of sensor electrodes 170 (170-1, 170-2, 170-3, ... 170-n) disposed over the plurality of transmitter electrodes
In one embodiment, this pattern of sensing elements 121 comprises a plurality of transmitter electrodes 160 (160-1, 160-2, 160-3, ... 160-n), and a plurality of receiver electrodes 170 (170-1, 170-2, 170-3, ... 170-n) disposed over the plurality of transmitter electrodes 160. In another embodiment, the first plurality of sensor electrodes may be configured to transmit and receive and the second plurality of sensor electrodes may also be configured to transmit and receive.

Transmitter electrodes 160 and receiver electrodes 170 are typically ohmically isolated from each other. That is, one or more insulators separate transmitter electrodes 160 and receiver electrodes 170 and prevent them from electrically shorting to each other. In some embodiments, transmitter electrodes 160 and receiver electrodes 170 are separated by insulative material disposed between them at cross-over areas; in such constructions, the transmitter electrodes 160 and/or receiver electrodes 170 may be formed with jumpers connecting different portions of the same electrode. In some embodiments, transmitter electrodes 160 and receiver electrodes 170 are separated by one or more layers of insulative material. In some other embodiments, transmitter electrodes 160 and receiver electrodes 170 are separated by one or more substrates; for example, they may be disposed on opposite sides of the same substrate, or on different substrates that are laminated together.

The areas of localized capacitive coupling between transmitter electrodes 160 and receiver electrodes 170 may be termed "capacitive pixels." The capacitive coupling between the transmitter electrodes 160 and receiver electrodes 170 change with the proximity and motion of input objects in the sensing region associated with the transmitter electrodes 160 and receiver electrodes 170.

In some embodiments, the sensor pattern is "scanned" to determine these capacitive couplings. That is, the transmitter electrodes 160 are driven to transmit transmitter signals. Transmitters may be operated such that one
transmitter electrode transmits at one time, or multiple transmitter electrodes transmit at the same time. Where multiple transmitter electrodes transmit simultaneously, these multiple transmitter electrodes may transmit the same transmitter signal and effectively produce an effectively larger transmitter electrode, or these multiple transmitter electrodes may transmit different transmitter signals. For example, multiple transmitter electrodes may transmit different transmitter signals according to one or more coding schemes that enable their combined effects on the resulting signals of receiver electrodes 170 to be independently determined.

[0045] The receiver sensor electrodes 170 may be operated singly or multiply to acquire resulting signals. The resulting signals may be used to determine measurements of the capacitive couplings at the capacitive pixels.

[0046] A set of measurements from the capacitive pixels form a "capacitive image" (also "capacitive frame") representative of the capacitive couplings at the pixels. Multiple capacitive images may be acquired over multiple time periods, and differences between them used to derive information about input in the sensing region. For example, successive capacitive images acquired over successive periods of time can be used to track the motion(s) of one or more input objects entering, exiting, and within the sensing region.

[0047] The background capacitance of a sensor device is the capacitive image associated with no input object in the sensing region. The background capacitance changes with the environment and operating conditions, and may be estimated in various ways. For example, some embodiments take "baseline images" when no input object is determined to be in the sensing region, and use those baseline images as estimates of their background capacitances.

[0048] Capacitive images can be adjusted for the background capacitance of the sensor device for more efficient processing. Some embodiments accomplish this by "baselining" measurements of the capacitive couplings at the capacitive pixels to produce a "baselined capacitive image." That is,
some embodiments compare the measurements forming a capacitance image with appropriate "baseline values" of a "baseline image" associated with those pixels, and determine changes from that baseline image.

[0049] In some touch screen embodiments, transmitter electrodes 160 comprise one or more common electrodes (e.g., "V-com electrode" or source drive electrode) used in updating the display of the display screen. These common electrodes may be disposed on an appropriate display screen substrate. For example, the common electrodes may be disposed on the TFT glass in some display screens (e.g., in Plane Switching (IPS) or Plan to Line Switching (PLS)), on the bottom of the color filter glass of some display screens (e.g., Patterned Vertical Alignment (PVA) or Multi-domain Vertical Alignment (MVA)), etc. In such embodiments, the common electrode can also be referred to as a "combination electrode", since it performs multiple functions. In various embodiments, each transmitter electrode 160 comprises one or more common electrodes. In other embodiments, at least two transmitter electrodes 160 may share at least one common electrode.

[0050] In various touch screen embodiments, the "capacitive frame rate" (the rate at which successive capacitive images are acquired) may be the same or be different from that of the "display frame rate" (the rate at which the display image is updated, including refreshing the screen to redisplay the same image). In some embodiments where the two rates differ, successive capacitive images are acquired at different display updating states, and the different display updating states may affect the capacitive images that are acquired. That is, display updating affects, in particular, the background capacitive image. Thus, if a first capacitive image is acquired when the display updating is at a first state, and a second capacitive image is acquired when the display updating is at a second state, the first and second capacitive images may differ due to differences in the background capacitive image associated with the display updating states, and not due to changes in the sensing region. This is more likely where the capacitive sensing and display updating electrodes are in close proximity to each other, or when they are
shared (e.g. combination electrodes). In various embodiments, the capacitive frame rate is an integer multiple of the display frame rate. In other embodiments, the capacitive frame rate is a fractional multiple of the display frame rate. In yet further embodiments, the capacitive frame rate may be any fraction or integer of the display frame rate.

[0051] For convenience of explanation, a capacitive image that is taken during a particular display updating state is considered to be of a particular frame type. That is, a particular frame type is associated with a mapping of a particular capacitive sensing sequence with a particular display sequence. Thus, a first capacitive image taken during a first display updating state is considered to be of a first frame type, a second capacitive image taken during a second display updating state is considered to be of a second frame type, a third capacitive image taken during a first display updating state is considered to be of a third frame type, and so on. Where the relationship of display update state and capacitive image acquisition is periodic, capacitive images acquired cycle through the frame types and then repeats. In some embodiments, there may be "n" capacitive images for every display updating state.

Performing Capacitive Sensing between Display Line Updates

[0052] Figure 3 is a timing chart 300 for processing a display frame with interleaved capacitive sensing periods, according to one embodiment disclosed herein. Specifically, the timing chart 300 illustrates the different time periods in a display frame. Time periods A-D and F-H each represent the time used to update a single display line of a display screen in the input device. This display line update time is further divided into a time period used to update the pixels 310 of the display line and a buffer time 315 that occurs between each display line update 305. The buffer time 315 may be also referred to as a horizontal blanking period 315. The driver module may use the horizontal blanking period 315 to, for example, retrieve data needed to update the next display line, drive a voltage onto the common electrode(s)
corresponding to the display line, or allow signals to settle to reduce interference when updating subsequent display lines. Nonetheless, the embodiments disclosed herein are not limited to an input device with a horizontal blanking period 315 and may be used in a system where there is no buffer time between the pixel update period 310 and the next display line update 305. In various embodiments, the horizontal blanking time 315 is reduced in length such that it is substantially non-existent. In other embodiments, the horizontal blanking time 315 is reduced in length such that it is no longer than the time needed to configure a common electrode to update a display line.

Moreover, the common electrodes 0-N may be driven for display updating in any order. For example, the driver module may update a display line at the top of the display screen, and in the subsequent display line update 305, update a display line at the bottom of the screen. As a result, the input device may sequentially drive two common electrodes that are not located sequentially in the display screen. Further still, a display frame may not update each display line of the display screen if, for example, only a portion of the display screen is actively displaying information. Thus, the common electrodes 0-N in chart 300 may represent only a portion of the common electrodes in the input device.

In one embodiment time period E represents the time for capacitive sensing, or a capacitive sensing period. Time period E may be at least as long as the time to update a single line of the display screen. In another embodiment, time period E is longer than the time to update a single line of a display screen. Moreover, the input device may use the same common electrodes used to update the pixels of the display screen to drive transmitter signals. That is, the common electrodes may serve dual purposes. During a display update period, a common electrode updates the pixels in the display, but during a capacitive sensing period, the common electrodes are used as transmitter electrodes.
In one embodiment, after updating display lines during time periods A-D, the driver module may pause display updating and use time period E to perform capacitive sensing. During this time period, the driver module may not update any of the pixels in the display screen. Additionally, the driver module may drive transmitter signals on at least one electrode transmitter electrode (e.g., at least one a common electrode) in the display screen. Based on the resulting signals received which include effects corresponding to the transmitter signals, the input device derives positional information of an input object proximate to a sensing region of the device. In one embodiment, the input device measures a change in capacitive coupling between the common electrode driving the transmitter signal and a receiver electrode. This capacitive change is then used to derive the positional information of an input object. Although the embodiments provided herein discuss using the common electrodes for transmitting the transmitter signals, in other embodiments the common electrodes may be used as the receiver electrodes for receiving a resulting signal instead of the electrodes that drive the transmitter signal. For example, the input device may include a separate set of electrodes that drive the transmitter signals that generate the resulting signals on the common electrodes. Further still, in another embodiment, a first common electrode set may be configured transmit transmitter signals and a second common electrode set may be configured to receive resulting signals. In various embodiments, during time period E, a transmitter electrode may be driven for capacitive sensing, where the transmitter electrode is separate from the common electrodes.

In one embodiment, the driver module performs the capacitive sensing during a plurality of consecutive horizontal blanking periods 315, for example, during the horizontal blanking periods 315 for time periods A-D. During each individual horizontal blanking period 315, only a portion of the information needed to acquire the capacitive measurement may be captured. The horizontal blanking periods 315 may be too short for the input device to derive an accurate capacitive measurement for a particular transmitting electrode. However, after a performing capacitive sensing during a plurality of
horizontal blanking periods 315, the input device may derive an accurate measurement of the change in capacitive coupling for a selected electrode. Such a method of capacitive sensing during a horizontal blanking time 315 is referred to herein as non-contiguous capacitive sensing because the sensing cycles for obtaining the capacitive measurement for a particular electrode are transmitted intermittently during each consecutive horizontal blanking period 315. Stated differently, non-contiguous capacitive sensing may be when capacitive sensing for a single electrode (or a group of selected electrodes) extends over two or more discontinuous time periods.

[0057] Alternatively or additionally, the driver module may pause updating the display in order to perform capacitance sensing. As shown in chart 300, the driver module updates the pixels associated with common electrodes 0-3 during time periods A-D. However, at time period E, display updating is paused (i.e., the driver module does not continue to update the next display line in the frame) while capacitive sensing is performed. Specifically, the capacitive sensing periods 320 are interleaved with the display line updates of the display frame. Accordingly, the capacitive sensing period may also be referred to as an in-frame blanking period, a long horizontal blanking period, or a long h-blank period where display updating is paused while the driver module performs capacitive sensing. The driver module resumes display updating for the same display frame after the capacitive sensing period 320 is finished. In one embodiment, the capacitive sensing periods 320 are longer than the horizontal blanking periods 315 and, in some embodiments, are at least as long as the pixel update period 310 or the display line update 305. While shown as being as long as display update period 305, in various embodiments, the capacitive sensing period 320 may be longer than a display update period 305. As shown, time period E is three times as long (as shown by the horizontal and vertical arrows) as other time periods in chart 300 - i.e., time periods A-D and F-H. However, the duration of the capacitive sensing periods 320 may be adjusted according to the particular design of the input device. In addition to performing capacitive sensing during period 320, in one
embodiment the driver module also performs capacitive sensing during one or more horizontal blanking periods 315 of the display line updates 305.

[0058] Allowing the capacitive sensing to occur during the capacitive sensing period 320 may allow the input device to measure accurately the change in capacitance for the selected electrodes (i.e., electrodes driving the transmitter signal) without interruption or to improve interference susceptibility. Accordingly, performing capacitive sensing during an capacitive sensing period 320 is referred to herein as contiguous capacitive sensing since change in capacitive coupling is measured for a selected electrode or group of electrodes in a continuous time period.

[0059] Furthermore, the driver module may perform capacitive sensing using the electrodes that were used in the previous display update period. For example, during time period E, the driver module may drive a transmitter signal simultaneously on common electrodes 0-3. In this manner, the driver module may use one or more common electrodes to update the pixels in a display line and, before continuing to update the other display lines in the display frame, perform capacitive sensing using those same electrodes.

[0060] When display updating is paused, the driver module may still drive signals on the common electrodes that are not driving the transmitter signal. For example, while the transmitter signal is transmitted on one or more electrodes, the driver module may apply a reference voltage (or another other signal) to other common electrodes in the display screen. Fixing the common electrodes currently not being used for capacitive sensing to a reference voltage may improve the ability of the input device to derive accurate positional information for the input object. Thus, when display updating is paused, the driver module may cease to update the pixels in the display screen but still use the common electrodes for capacitive sensing.

[0061] The vertical blanking period 325 is the period between the last display line update period of a display frame and the beginning of a row update period in a subsequent display frame. Although not shown in Figure 3, the timing chart 300 may also include a second vertical blanking period at the
beginning of updating a display based on a received display frame - i.e., before time period A. Because the input device does not update the display during these vertical blanking periods, in some embodiments, the driver module may also use either the first or the second vertical blanking periods (or both) to perform capacitance sensing. Similar to the capacitive sensing period 320, the vertical blanking periods 325 facilitate contiguous capacitive sensing since both of these blanking periods may provide a sufficient length of time to measure the change in capacitance associated with a selected common electrode without significant interruptions. However, the vertical blanking period 325 is distinguished from the capacitive sensing period 320 since this period 325 falls either at the beginning or end of the display frame update while the capacitive sensing period 320 is inserted between display line updates of the same display frame.

[0062] In many embodiments, the length of a horizontal blanking period 315, capacitive sensing period 320 and/or a vertical blanking period 325 may be changed. However, the display frame rate may not be able to be changed. Therefore, as the length of one of these non-display update periods is changed, at least one of the other non-display update periods may also change. For example, in an embodiment where a capacitive sensing period 320 is included within the display frame, the duration of the horizontal blanking periods 315 and/or the vertical blanking period 325 may be decreased correspondingly. By reducing the horizontal blanking periods 315 corresponding to the display line update periods 305 of a first set of common electrodes, a capacitive sensing period 320 may be inserted within a display frame. Given that a horizontal blanking period 315 is "T" µs long, reducing the horizontal blanking period 315 to "N" µs for "M" corresponding common electrodes means an in-frame blanking period 320 of length "(T-N) M" µs may be created. In one embodiment, T-N may be reduced such that the horizontal blanking periods 315 still provide enough time for the necessary display update procedures. The duration of a capacitive sensing period 320 may be based on a sum of the reduction of each horizontal blanking period 315. In other embodiments, the duration of the in-frame blanking period 315 may be
based on changing the vertical blanking period 325, or based on changing both the horizontal blanking periods 315 and the vertical blanking period 325.

[0063] The duration of an capacitive sensing period 320 may be set according to, for example, the amount of time required to perform contiguous capacitive sensing for a corresponding group of common electrodes, to mitigate noise from switching between capacitive sensing and display updating, or to perform frequency hopping or change in the capacitive sensing frame rate to reduce noise interference. For example, for a group of common electrodes, 100 µs may be needed for contiguous capacitive sensing. Therefore, a corresponding capacitive sensing period 320 is determined to be at least 100 µs in length. To free up 100 µs but still maintain the desired frame rate, one or more of the horizontal blanking periods 315 or the vertical blanking period 325 may be reduced.

[0064] Even though Figure 3 was described in an embodiment where common electrodes 0-N are used for both updating a display and performing capacitive sensing, this disclosure is not limited to such. In one embodiment, the input device may use in-frame blanking periods to perform capacitive sensing even if the transmitter signals are driven on electrodes that are not used when updating the display. Because the electrodes used for display updating and the electrodes used for capacitive sensing may be in close proximity in the input device, performing the two functions in mutually exclusive time periods may reduce the amount of electrical interference between the different electrode sets.

[0065] Figure 4 is a timing diagram for interleaving a capacitive sensing period into a display frame update, according to one embodiment disclosed herein. The timing diagram 400 includes the waveforms propagated on common electrodes 0-5 during the time periods A-F shown in Figure 3. During time periods A-D, the driver module activates one of the common electrodes and updates the pixels associated with the corresponding display line. While one electrode is activated, the other electrodes may be kept at a constant voltage. Moreover, the common electrodes may not switch
instantaneously at each time period as shown (e.g., electrode 0 switches off as electrode 1 switches on). Instead, there may be some delay - e.g., the horizontal blanking period - where the electrodes ramp up or ramp down. In various embodiments, multiple common electrodes may be driven in a delayed manner, where a first common electrode is activated, then after some delay, a second common electrode is driven.

[0066] During time period E, the driver module pauses display updating and switches to capacitive sensing. In Figure 4, one or more common electrodes are grouped into a transmitter electrode where the transmitter signal (e.g., the square wave) is transmitted simultaneously on each common electrode assigned to the transmitter electrode. For example, a display device may include hundreds of common electrodes but, when performing capacitance sensing, the device may segment the common electrodes into transmitter electrodes (e.g., around 20 transmitter electrodes of 40 common electrodes each) where each transmitter electrode is treated as a single transmitter electrode. In another embodiment, the common voltage electrode may be segmented into a plurality of common electrodes, where a transmitter electrode comprises a single common electrode. Further, in other embodiments, the common voltage electrode may be segmented into any number of common electrodes, where any number of common electrodes may be combined to form a transmitter electrode. For simplicity, Figure 4 illustrates an embodiment where common electrodes 0-3 are assigned to one transmitter electrode and are each driven by the same transmitter signal. Alternatively, in other display devices, the common electrodes may be a single electrode "plane" made up of a plurality of common electrode segments (common electrodes) are driven to a same reference voltage during display updating. During capacitive sensing however, the different common electrode segments (i.e., common electrodes) of the electrode plane are used to transmit the transmitter signals at different times, performing as one or more transmitter electrodes.
The capacitance sensing period may further be divided into a plurality of sensing cycles 410 (or touch cycles). Advantageously, using an in-frame blanking period may permit the driver module to drive a plurality of contiguous sensing cycles sufficient for deriving a change in capacitance between the electrode block and one or more receiver electrodes. For example, assuming the input device performs six sensing cycles 410 in order to accurately measure the change of capacitance but can only perform two sensing cycles 410 during a horizontal blanking period 315, the driver module must use at least three horizontal blanking periods 315 for each electrode block. Conversely, with the in-frame blanking period 320 shown in Figure 4, the input device measures the six sensing cycles 410 contiguously without updating the display between the sensing cycles 410.

Of course, the input device may be configured to perform more or less than six cycles during a capacitive sensing period 320. Moreover, the input device may perform capacitance sensing on multiple transmitter electrodes during a single capacitive sensing period 320. For example, the driver module may drive the necessary sensing cycles 410 on common electrodes 0-3 and then drive the necessary sensing cycles on common electrodes 4-7. Further still, the driver module may also drive a voltage on the other common electrodes that are not used for capacitance sensing during the in-frame blank period 320. That is, instead of permitting the voltage on the other common electrodes (e.g., common electrode 4 and 5) to float, the driver module may drive a substantially constant voltage (e.g., a reference voltage) on these electrodes.

In one embodiment, the input device transmits a transmitter signal on multiple transmitter electrodes simultaneously during a capacitive sensing period 320. Although not shown, the driver module may output a different transmitter signal on each transmitter electrode based on a multiplexing schema such as code division multiplexing or orthogonal frequency division multiplexing. Thus, the embodiments disclosed herein are not limited to transmitting the same transmitter signal on a subset of the common
electrodes but may transmit different transmitter signals on a plurality of transmitter electrodes simultaneously in order to measure the change of capacitance between the transmitter electrodes and the receiver electrodes.

[0070] Figure 5 is a timing chart for processing a display frame with interleaved capacitive sensing periods, according to one embodiment disclosed herein. In contrast to Figure 3, timing chart 500 illustrates the timing for updating a signal display frame with multiple capacitive sensing periods 320. As used herein, a plurality of sequential display line updates are referred to as a display update cluster 505. Accordingly, referring to Figure 3, the display line updates performed during time periods A-D may be described as a single display update cluster 505. Each display update cluster 505 (or capacitive sensing period) in a display frame update may be similar in duration or have different durations. Furthermore, the number of common electrodes in a display update cluster 505 may be the same number of common electrodes used for capacitance sensing in each capacitive sensing period 320 or the number of electrodes used may be different.

[0071] Figures 6 is a graph illustrating noise susceptibility when switching between display updating and capacitive sensing, according to one embodiment disclosed herein. The interference susceptibility of the input device may be reduced by performing capacitive sensing during an in-frame blanking period. Capacitive sensing during the in-frame blanking period allows for the capacitive coupling between a block of common electrodes and receiver electrodes to be determined in a contiguous manner. In one embodiment, the interference susceptibility is reduced in frequencies below those pertaining to the response of an input object. Further, capacitive sensing during an in-frame update period may provide a frequency response that has a wider lobe with fewer harmonics. In one embodiment, the main lobe is proximate to the frequency response of an input object. Figure 6 illustrates a comparison between the frequency susceptibility of non-contiguous capacitive sensing and contiguous capacitive sensing. As shown, the frequency susceptibility for non-contiguous capacitive sensing includes
more peaks, which may increase the interference susceptibility of the input device near those peaks. For example, for low frequency, contiguous capacitive sensing is substantially immune to lower frequency interference, while non-contiguous capacitive sensing may be susceptible to such interference as illustrated by the lobes at 75 kHz, 140 kHz, and 210 kHz. In one embodiment, an external power supply may introduce low frequency interference (e.g., below 200 kHz). In such an embodiment, transmitting signals for capacitive sensing with common electrodes during an in-frame blanking period (contiguous capacitive sensing) reduces susceptibility to such interference.

[0072] In one embodiment, the input device may shift frequencies it uses to transmit the transmitter signals on the common electrodes. For example, the common electrodes are configured to transmit a first transmitter signal for capacitive sensing during in-frame blanking period, the first transmitter signal having a first transmitter frequency. In response to measuring interference at the first transmitter frequency, the drive module may drive a second transmitter signal having a second frequency different from the first transmitter frequency on the common electrodes. The input device may compare the detected interference to one or more thresholds and switch from the first frequency to the second frequency (or back to the first frequency from the second frequency) when the interference meets or exceeds one of the thresholds. Moreover, the second transmitter signal may include at least one of a different amplitude, phase, polarity, frequency and waveform from the first transmitter signal. The waveform of either the first or second transmitter signals may be one of a square waveform, triangular waveform, sawtooth waveform, sinusoidal waveform, or the like. Furthermore, the length of the in blanking period may be adjusted to accommodate frequency hopping. That is, the ratio of time used in a display frame between in-frame blanking periods and display updating may change in order to switch to different transmitter signals. In one embodiment, in an in-frame blanking period needs to be lengthened to switch to a transmitter signal with a different frequency, the
processing system may move the blanking period to a subsequent frame to preserve a minimum display screen refresh rate.

[0073] In one embodiment, receiver electrodes may be configured to receive resulting interference signals during at least a portion of an in-frame blanking period. During this time, the common electrode(s) may be floating or tied to a specific DC voltage. These interference signals may then be used to determine which transmitter signal \( (i.e., \) which frequency) to transmit. The transmitter signal is selected based on the resulting interference signal such that interference may be reduced.

[0074] Figures 7A-7C are timing charts for processing a display frame with interleaved capacitive sensing periods, according to embodiments disclosed herein. Specifically, Figures 7A illustrates a timing chart 701 for a first display frame. Similar to the timing chart in Figure 5, chart 701 includes multiple display line update periods 305, each including a pixel update period 310 and a horizontal blanking period 315, grouped to form multiple display update clusters 505. These clusters 505 are interleaved with a plurality of capacitive sensing periods 320. The duration of the clusters 505 may be related or unrelated with the duration of the capacitive sensing periods 320. For example, the input device may set the duration of the clusters 505 and the capacitive sensing periods 320 (by adjusting the vertical or horizontal blanking periods) based on a predefined ratio. Alternatively, the duration of the capacitive sensing periods 320 may be independently set without regards to the duration of the clusters 505 or based solely on mitigating noise that may occur from performing non-contiguous capacitive sensing.

[0075] The display screen is updated based on the display frame by updating the display lines during the display update clusters 505A-D. However, the driver module pauses updating the display after each cluster 505A-C to perform capacitance sensing during the capacitive sensing periods 320A-C. For example, the input device may update the pixels associated with the electrodes in the display update cluster 505A and then perform capacitance sensing on those same electrodes during capacitive sensing.
period 320A. Alternatively, the driver module may perform capacitance sensing on at least one electrode that was not updated in the previous display update cluster 505. To reduce interference, in one embodiment the driver module performs capacitance sensing on electrodes on a different portion of the display screen from the display lines that were recently updated. This may avoid electrical interference (capacitances, inductances, and the like) that temporarily affect the common electrodes even after updating the display is paused and capacitance sensing has begun.

[0076] Figure 7B-7C illustrate two different embodiments of timing charts 702, 703 for updating a display screen based on a second display frame that was received after the first display frame shown in Figure 7A. That is, Figures 7B and 7C illustrate that the timing chart may change for each subsequent frame. In one embodiment, visual artifacts within a display image due to interleaving display updating with capacitive sensing may be reduced by varying properties of the capacitive sensing period from display frame to display frame. This variation may be done in a random or non-random manner.

[0077] Figure 7B illustrates shifting the display update clusters 505E-G and capacitive sensing periods 320E-H relative to the clusters 505A-D and capacitive sensing periods 320A-C shown in Figure 7A. The total duration of the timing charts 701 and 702 is the same, but how that time is divided into the different periods is altered. For example, instead of starting with a display update cluster 505, timing chart 702 moves the vertical blanking period 325 (or only a portion thereof) to the beginning of the display frame update. As discussed previously, the input device may perform capacitance sensing during the vertical blanking period 325. The timing between the different display update clusters 505E-G, however, may remain the same. That is, the duration of the capacitive sensing periods 320E-G that separate the display update clusters 505 is preserved relative to the duration of the capacitive sensing periods 320A-C. Doing so may maintain the timing between the
driver module and a video source that is transmitting the display frames to the
driver yet still prevent or remove visual artifacts.

[0078] Figure 7C illustrates that the duration of the individual display
update clusters 505 and capacitive sensing periods 320 may change between
subsequent frames - i.e., between the first frame shown in Figure 7A and the
second frame shown in Figure 7C. For example, the display update cluster
505I starts at the same location in the timing chart 702 as display cluster 505A
in timing chart 701, but the duration of the capacitive sensing period 320I is
increased relative to the blanking period 320A. In one embodiment, the
added length of capacitive sensing period 320I may come from shrinking one
or more horizontal blanking periods 315, the vertical blanking period 325, or
increasing the number of corresponding horizontal blanking periods 315.
Alternatively, as shown in Figure 7C, the input device uses only two capacitive
sensing periods 320I and 320J instead of the three capacitive sensing periods
320A-C shown in timing chart 701. The extra time saved by eliminating one
of the in-frame blanking periods may be used to expand one or both of the
remaining capacitive sensing periods 320. Moreover, increasing the blanking
periods 320 inherently increases the time separation between the display
update clusters 505. Changing this spacing may aid in preventing or
removing visual artifacts.

[0079] The timing chart 703 also illustrates increasing the duration of the
display update clusters 505 by eliminating one of the clusters shown in Figure
7A and adding the extra time to the remaining display update clusters 505I-K.
Here, the duration of cluster 505J is extended to be twice that of the other
clusters 505I and 505K. In this manner, the input device may further
rearrange the display update clusters 505I-K relative to the display update
clusters 505A-D used in the previously display frame.

[0080] In addition to mitigating noise relative to input device that perform
non-contiguous capacitive sensing, Figures 7A-C illustrate different
techniques for rearranging or altering the display update clusters and
capacitive sensing periods 320 to prevent or remove visual artifacts; however,
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this disclosure is not limited to only these techniques and may rely other techniques for preventing visual artifacts. In further embodiments, the position of the in-frame blanking periods may vary randomly from display frame to display frame. Moreover, the common electrode that is driven for updating the display before the start of an capacitive sensing period or the common electrode that is driven following a capacitive sensing period may change from display frame to display frame. Further, the length of a capacitive sensing period 320 may vary within a display frame such that all the capacitive sensing periods of a display frame are not the same length.

[0081] Figure 8 illustrates a method of interleaving periods of capacitance sensing with display updating, according to an embodiment disclosed herein. The method 800 begins at step 805 with a video source transmitting a display frame to a processing system which updates the pixels of a display screen based on the frame data. The video source may transmit the display frame either as a large chunk - i.e., all the data at one time - or intermittently - i.e., smaller chunks of the display frame are transmitted at intervals.

[0082] At step 810, the driver module of the processing system updates one or more display lines of the display screen based on the received display frame data. The driver module may use, for example, a set of electrodes which includes common electrodes for generating an electric field that updates the pixels in the display screen. During a display line update, the driver module selects at least one common electrode and updates the pixels associated with that electrode. In some embodiments, the display screen may associate different color pixels with each common electrode. Thus, the driver module may perform multiple display updates using a single common electrode - e.g., an update for red, green, and blue pixels.

[0083] At step 815, display updating may be paused during an in-frame blanking period. In one embodiment, pausing display updating results in the driver module ceasing to update the pixels in the display screen. Instead of updating the display, at step 820, the driver module (or a different circuitry module) may use the common electrodes to perform capacitance sensing.
The driver module drives a transmitter signal on at least one of the common electrodes (or a transmitter electrode). The transmitter signal generates a resulting signal on one or more receiver electrodes. A touch detection module may use the resulting signal to derive positional information for an input object near the touch sensitive area of the input device. In one embodiment, the touch detection module measures the capacitance or the change of capacitance between the common electrode and the receiver electrodes.

In one embodiment, the duration of the capacitive sensing period may be at least as long as the pixel update period or the display line update period. For example, the duration of the capacitive sensing period may be set according to the number of sensing cycles needed to determine the change in capacitance for one or more common electrode and the receiver electrodes. Stated differently, the input device may set the duration of the in-frame blanking period such that an accurate measure of capacitance for a common electrode may be obtained by transmitting sensing cycles contiguously - i.e., without substantial interruptions. For example, if the driver module requires ten sensing cycles to accurately obtain a capacitance measurement, the duration of the capacitive sensing period is at least long enough to perform the ten cycles.

At step 825, the processing system may resume updating the display. Specifically, the processing system updates additional display lines based on the display frame data. Moreover, the processing system may receive additional portions of the display frame in embodiments where the entire display frame is not transmitted at the same time.

An Example Display Device

Figure 9 illustrates a system for communicating between an electronic system and an input device that interleaves capacitive sensing periods with display updating periods, according to one embodiment disclosed herein. The input device 100 includes an electronic system 150 and a display device 101 that includes an integrated sensing device. As mentioned in regards to Figure 1, the electronic system 150 broadly refers to any system
capable of electronically processing information. Some non-limiting examples of electronic systems 150 include personal computers of all sizes and shapes, such as desktop computers, laptop computers, netbook computers, tablets, web browsers, e-book readers, and personal digital assistants (PDAs). The electronic system 150 includes a graphics processor 905 that transmits data to the input device 100 for display. Specifically, the graphics processor 905 transmits display frames to the input device 100, and as such, may be referred to as a video source. The processor 905 is any suitable processor for generating display data and may include multiple processors, a multi-core processor, and the like. The graphics processor 905 may be a specialized processor for performing graphics processing or a general purpose processor.

[0087] The input device 100, in one embodiment, may be configured to provide input to an electronic system 150 as well as receive and process display data transmitted from the electronic system 150. The input device 100 includes a display screen 930 and a processing system 110. The display screen 930 includes a plurality of pixels arranged as one or more display lines that are updated based on display frames received from the graphics processor 905. The electronic system 150 may include in the display frame built-in periods for the horizontal and vertical blanking periods. The processing system 110 may alter or redistribute these built in timing periods to generate the in-frame blanking periods discussed above. For example, if the display frame designates 100 μs for each horizontal blanking period, the processing system 110 may use 90 μs from each horizontal blanking period to insert one or more in-frame blanking periods into the display frame update.

[0088] The processing system 110 is configured to operate the hardware of the input device 100 to detect input in the sensing region - e.g., some portion of the display screen 930. The processing system 110 comprises parts of or all of one or more integrated circuits (ICs) and/or other circuitry components. As shown, in one embodiment, the processing system 110 includes at least a display driver module 910, a buffer 915, a touch driver module 920, and a communication interface 925. The communication
interface is communicatively coupled to the electronic system 150, and more specifically, to the graphics processor 905 via connection 940. The communication interface 925 receives display frames from the graphics processor 905 which are stored in the buffer 915. However, in some embodiments, the input device may not need temporary storage to store the received display frame portions (i.e., the frame data is processes as fast as it is received), and thus, the buffer 915 may be omitted. The interface 925 may communicate with the electronic system 150 using a one or more different control signals which will be discussed in further detail below. In one embodiment, the communication interface 925 may transmit data to and receive data from the electronic system along connection 940 using buses, networks, or other wired or wireless interconnections.

[0089] The processing system 110 may use the buffer 915 to temporary store the display frames received from the graphics processor 905. The buffer 915 may be any memory storage element such as a random access memory (RAM), a plurality of bistable latching memory elements, an erasable programmable read-only memory (EPROM or Flash memory), and the like. Further, the buffer 915 may be integrated with all the other elements in the processing system 110 into a single IC or may be located "off chip" and be communicatively coupled to the other components of the processing system 110. In yet other embodiments, the buffer 915 may be integrated as part of the electronic system 120 and/or as part of the graphics processor 905. The buffer 915 may be fabricated with enough memory capacity to store at least one display frame. Stated differently, the buffer 915 is capable of storing enough data to update each pixel in the display screen 930. As the processing system 110 finishes updating the display screen 930 based on the display buffer, the buffer 915 may be cleared or replaced by another display frame transmitted from the graphics processor 905.

[0090] Alternatively, the buffer 915 may have the capacity to store only a portion of the display frame - i.e., only enough data to perform some of the display line updates in a display frame. In this embodiment, the graphics
processor 905 may transmit individual chunks of the display frame to the
processing system 110. The graphics processor 905, for example, may
transfer a chunk of the display frame (e.g., data corresponding to ten display
line updates) which is stored in the buffer 915, wait for the processing system
110 to update the display based on the data, and transmit an additional chunk
- e.g., ten more display lines - after the processing system 110 requests
additional data. However, this assumes that the connection 940 is able to
transmit data faster than the processing system 110 can update the display
screen 930. If not, the buffer 915 may constantly be swapping out data that
has already been used to update the display 930 with new data received from
the electronic system 150. That is, the connection 940 is constantly sending
data rather than transmitting data in bursts.

[0091] The display driver module 910 may include circuitry which drives
the common electrodes 935. The processing system 110 may control the
display driver module 910 such that the display screen 930 is updated based
on a received display frame from the graphics processor 905. That is, the
display driver module 910 uses the information stored in the buffer 915 to
update the pixels in the display screen 930. Although in input device 100 the
display driver module 910 is connected to only the common electrodes, the
module 910 may also be coupled to a second corresponding set of electrodes
or transistors that are driven in tandem with the common electrodes 935 to
update the pixels.

[0092] The processing system 110 includes a touch driver module 920 for
performing capacitive sensing. The processing system also has the ability to
switch control of the common electrodes 935 between the display driver
module 910 and the touch driver module 920. Although shown as two
separate elements, the circuitry or the firmware of the display driver module
910 and the circuitry or the firmware of the touch driver module 920 may be
combined into a single element or integrated into a single processing system
IC. Once the processing system 110 pauses display updating, the touch
driver module 920 drives transmitter signals onto the common electrodes 935.
for detecting changes in capacitance between the common electrodes and receiver electrodes (not shown). If the capacitance sensing occurs during an in-frame blanking period, once the capacitance sensing (or a portion thereof) is complete, the processing system 110 resumes updating the display screen 930 based on the received display frame using the display driver module 910.

[0093] The processing system 110 and electronic system 150 may use one or more control signals to communicate and regulate how or when the display frames are transmitted. The display driver 101 may be designed such that the connection 940 transmits the display frames to the processing system 110 at its fastest data bit rate even if the processing system 110 is unable to update the display at the same rate. Transmitting as much data as possible may minimize the time the connection 940 is used, thereby extending the battery life of the input device 100.

[0094] In one embodiment, the processing system 110 may use a control signal to pause the flow of display frame data from the electronic system 150 and the processing system 110. The electronic system 150 may receive a status indicator signal from the processing system 110 that includes the amount of data that has been processed from the buffer 915. For example, the processing system 110 may use the status signal to inform the electronic system 150 how much of the data in the buffer 915 has been processed. For example, if the buffer 915 holds enough data to update twenty display lines, the processing system 110 may send an alert using the status signal when the 19 display line has been updated. The electronic system 150 may use the alert to extrapolate a predicted display frame rate. That is, if the alert arrives at predictable intervals, the electronic system 150 may extrapolate a rate for transmitting the display frame to the processing system 110 - e.g., transmit twenty lines of the display frame every 100 μs. Thus, even if the status signal is no longer transmitted, the electronic system 150 may use the extrapolated rate to continue to send updated display data. Alternatively, the electronic system 150 or the processing system 110 may be preconfigured to operate at a certain rate, and thus, the status signal is not necessary.
[0095] However, the extrapolated rate may cause an underflow or overflow in the buffer 915 when display updating is paused to perform capacitance sensing during in-frame blanking periods. For example, Figures 7B and 7C show rearranging the display update clusters 505 and capacitive sensing periods 320 in subsequent display frames. Referring to Figure 7B, because the display frame does not start with a display update cluster, the electronic system 150 may transmit additional frame data using the connection 940 even though the processing system 110 has not yet processed the frame data already in the buffer 915, which may cause an overflow. Alternatively, referring to Figure 7C, the display update cluster 505J has a longer duration than the other clusters 505A-D in the first frame. Accordingly, the processing system 110 may still be attempting to update the display screen during display update cluster 505J even when the display driver module 910 has exhausted the data in the buffer 915, resulting in an underflow. Accordingly, the processing system 110 and electronic 150 may need to change the extrapolated rate or use a different communication technique to mitigate or prevent buffer underflows and overflows.

[0096] In one embodiment, the processing signal 110 may prevent underflow or overflows by using the status signal to pause display updating. For example, the processing system 110 may include logic for determining when to switch between a display update cluster period and an in-frame blocking period. Once determining to begin capacitance sensing, the processing system ceases sending updates in response to the status signal. In this embodiment, the electronic system 150 does not rely on an extrapolated rate to determine when to send a display frame and instead transmits a display frame in response to receiving an alert on the status signal. In one embodiment, the processing system 110 pauses display updating by switching control of the common electrodes 935 to the touch driver module 920 and ceasing to send updates of the buffer's usage on the status signal. Without receiving updates or alerts, the graphics processor 905 temporarily stops sending the display frame, or portions thereof, to the
processing system 110. Once the processing system 110 determines to resume updating the display - i.e., the in-frame blocking period has, or is about to, complete - the status signal may transmit an alert to the electronic system 150 which responds by transmitting a portion (or an entire) display frame to the processing system 110. Because of latency or other processing time, the processing system 110 may instruct the electronic system 150 to begin sending more display frame data before the in-frame blanking period is over to ensure that the display line updates can begin once the blanking period is complete. Note that the processing system 110 may use a different or separate control signal for instructing the electronic system 150 to pause transmitting frame data. For example, the processing system 110 could continue to send an update of the buffer's usage using the status signal but prevent the electronic system 150 from transmitting more data by using a second control signal. Throttling the flow of frame data from the electronic system 150 may minimize the size of the buffer 915 even when arrangement and duration of display update clusters and in-frame blocking periods may change between subsequent frames.

[0097] In another embodiment, the electronic system 150 may control when to pause updating the display - i.e., when to insert an in-frame blanking period. For example, the graphics processor 905 may have the necessary logic for controlling when the processing system 110 switches between updating the display using the display driver module 910 and performing capacitance sensing using the touch driver module 920. Because in this embodiment the electronic system 150 controls the arrangement of the display update clusters and in the in-frame blanking periods, the status signal may not be needed. For example, the processor 905 may be preconfigured such that the length of time needed for the processing system 110 to update a portion of the display frame - e.g., a single display line - and the size of the buffer 915 are stored in memory. Based on this knowledge, the electronic system 150 may transmit the display frame as either a single chunk or in intermittent portions to the processing system 110 in a manner that prevents
the buffer from experiencing an underflow or overflow. Moreover, to prevent visual artifacts, the logic of the graphics processor 905 may change the arrangement and/or the duration of the display update clusters and the in-frame blanking periods in the display frame. Based on the chosen technique for preventing the artifacts, the graphics processor 905 uses a control signal to pause updating the display. That is, the control signal instructs the processing system 110 to switch control of the common electrodes 935 from the display driver module 910 to the touch driver module 920.

**Conclusion**

[0098] Input devices with display screens periodically update (refresh) the screen by selectively driving common electrodes corresponding to pixels in a display line. In general, the input devices drive each electrode until each display line (and each pixel) of a display frame is updated. In addition to updating the display, the input device may perform capacitive sensing using the display screen as a proximity sensing area. To do this, the input device may interleave periods of capacitive sensing between periods of updating the display based on a display frame. For example, the input device may update the first half of display lines of the display screen, pause display updating, perform capacitive sensing, and finish updating the rest of the display lines. In this manner, the time period necessary for updating a screen based on a single display frame includes one or more interleaved periods of capacitive sensing. Further still, the input device may use common electrodes for both updating the display and performing capacitive sensing.

[0099] The embodiments and examples set forth herein were presented in order to best explain the embodiments in accordance with the present technology and its particular application and to thereby enable those skilled in the art to make and use the invention. However, those skilled in the art will recognize that the foregoing description and examples have been presented for the purposes of illustration and example only. The description as set forth
is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the precise form disclosed.

[00100] In view of the foregoing, the scope of the present disclosure is determined by the claims that follow.
WE CLAIM:

1. A processing system for a display device comprising an integrated capacitive sensing device, the processing system comprising:
   a driver module comprising driver circuitry, the driver module coupled to a plurality of common electrodes configured to be driven for updating a plurality of display lines in a display screen of the display device and performing capacitive sensing,
   wherein the driver module is configured to drive a first one of the common electrodes for updating a first one of the display lines during a first time period of a first display frame and drive a second one of the common electrodes for updating a second one of the display lines during a second time period of the first display frame, and
   wherein the driver module is further configured to drive a first transmitter electrode for capacitive sensing during a third time period of the first display frame, the first transmitter electrodes comprising at least one of the plurality of common electrodes, and the third time period being at least as long as the first time period and occurring after the first time period and before the second time period;
   a receiver module coupled to a plurality of receiver electrodes and configured to receive resulting signals while driving the first transmitter electrode during the third time period; and
   a determination module configured to determine positional information for an input object based on the resulting signals.

2. The processing system of claim 1, wherein the first transmitter electrode comprises the first common electrode.

3. The processing system of claim 1, wherein the third time period is longer than the first time period.
4. The processing system of claim 1, wherein the driver module is configured to, during the third time period, drive the first transmitter electrode with a transmitter signal comprising a plurality of contiguous sensing cycles.

5. The processing system of claim 1, wherein the first transmitter electrodes comprise at least two common electrodes of the plurality of common electrodes.

6. The processing system of claim 5, wherein the driver module is further configured to drive the first common electrode for updating the first display line during a first time period of a second display frame and to drive a second transmitter electrode for capacitive sensing during a second time period of the second display frame, wherein the second time period of the second display frame is at least as long as, and occurs after, the first time period of the second display frame, wherein the second transmitter electrode comprises at least two common electrodes of the plurality of common electrodes, and wherein the first transmitter electrode comprises a different number of common electrodes of the plurality of common electrodes than that of the second transmitter electrode.

7. The processing system of claim 1, wherein the driver module is further configured to drive a second transmitter electrode different from the first transmitter electrode for capacitive sensing during a fourth time period of the first display frame, the fourth time period being at least as long as the second time period and occurring after the second time period and before all the display lines have been update during the first display frame, wherein the at least one transmitter electrode is a common electrode of the plurality of common electrodes.

8. The processing system of claim 1, wherein the determination module is further configured to acquire a measurement of interference, wherein the first transmitter electrode is driven during the third time period with a transmitter signal having a first signal frequency and wherein the driver module is further
configured to shift from driving the first transmitter signal having the first signal frequency to driving a second transmitter signal having a second signal frequency based on the measurement of the interference.

9. The processing system of claim 1, wherein the driver module is configured to drive the first common electrode for updating the first display line during a first time period of a second display frame and to drive the first transmitter electrode for capacitive sensing during a second time period of the second display frame, the second time period of the second display frame occurring before the first time period of the second display frame.

10. The processing system of claim 1, wherein the driver module is configured to drive the first transmitter electrode for capacitive sensing during a fourth time period of the first display frame, the fourth time period occurring after the second time period and before all the display lines have been updated during the first display frame.

11. The processing system of claim 1, wherein the driver module is further configured to drive a second transmitter electrode for capacitive sensing during the third time period of the first display frame, the second transmitter electrode comprising a second at least one of the plurality of common electrodes, and wherein the first transmitter electrode and the second transmitter electrode are simultaneously driven.

12. A method for operating a display device comprising an integrated capacitive sensing device, the method comprising:
   - driving a first common electrode of a plurality of common electrodes for updating, during a first time period, a first display line of a first display frame;
   - driving a second common electrode of the plurality of common electrodes for updating, during a second time period, a second display line of the first display frame;
driving a first transmitter electrode for capacitive sensing during a third time period of the first display frame, the first transmitter electrode comprising at least one of the plurality of common electrodes, and the third time period being at least as long as the first time period and occurring after the first time period and before the second time period;
receiving resulting signals on a plurality of receiver electrodes while driving the first transmitter electrode during the third time period; and
determining positional information for an input object based on the resulting signals.

13. The method of claim 12, wherein the step of driving the first transmitter electrode further comprises:
   driving the first transmitter electrode with a transmitter signal comprising a plurality of contiguous sensing cycles.

14. The method of claim 12, wherein the first transmitter electrode comprise at least two of the plurality of common electrodes.

15. The method of claim 12, further comprising:
   driving a second transmitter electrode different from the first transmitter electrode for capacitive sensing during a fourth time period of the first display frame, the fourth time period being at least as long as the second time period and occurring after the second time period and before all the display lines have been updating during the first display frame, wherein the second transmitter electrode comprises at least one of the plurality of common electrodes.

16. The method of claim 12, further comprising:
   driving the first common electrode for updating the first display line during a first time period of a second display frame; and
   driving a second transmitter electrode for capacitive sensing during a second time period of the second display frame, wherein the second time period of the second display frame is at least as long as, and occurs after, the
first time period of the second display frame, wherein the second transmitter electrode comprises at least two common electrodes of the plurality of common electrodes, and wherein the first transmitter electrodes comprises a different number of common electrodes of the plurality of common electrodes than that of the second transmitter electrode.

17. The method of claim 12, further comprising driving the first transmitter electrode for capacitive sensing during a fourth time period of the first display frame, the fourth time period occurring after the second time period and before all the display lines have been updated during the first display frame.

18. The method of claim 12, further comprising:
   - driving the first common electrode for updating the first display line during a first time period of a second display frame; and
   - driving the first transmitter electrodes for capacitive sensing during a second time period of the second display frame, the second time period of the second display frame occurring before the first time period of the second display frame.

19. A display device having an integrated capacitive sensing device, the display device comprising:
   - a plurality of common electrodes configured to be driven for updating a plurality of display lines of a display screen of the display device and performing capacitive sensing;
   - a plurality of receiver electrodes; and
   - a processor coupled to the plurality of common electrodes and to the plurality of receiver electrodes, wherein the processor is configured to drive a first one of the common electrodes for updating, during a first time period of a first display frame, a first one of the display lines and a second common electrode for updating, during a second time period of the first display frame, a second one of the display lines, wherein the processor is configured to:
drive a first transmitter electrode for capacitive sensing during a third time period of the first display frame, the first transmitter electrode comprising at least one of the plurality of common electrodes, and the third time period being at least as long as the first time period and occurring after the first time period and before the second time period; receive resulting signals on at least one of the plurality of receiver electrodes while driving the first transmitter electrode during the third time period; and determine positional information for an input object based on the resulting signals.

20. The display device of claim 19, wherein the processor is configured to drive the first transmitter electrode with a transmitter signal comprising a plurality of contiguous sensing cycles.

21. The display device of claim 19, wherein the first transmitter electrode comprises at least two of the plurality of common electrodes.

22. The display device of claim 19, wherein the processor is further configured to drive a second transmitter electrode different from the first transmitter electrode for capacitive sensing during a fourth time period, the fourth time period being at least as long as the second time period and occurring after the second time period and before all the display lines have been update during the first display frame, wherein the second transmitter electrode comprises at least one of the plurality of common electrodes.

23. The display device of claim 19, wherein the processor is configured to drive the first common electrode for updating the first display line during a first time period of a second display frame and to drive a second transmitter electrode for capacitive sensing during a second time period of the second display frame, wherein the second time period of the second display frame is at least as long as, and occurs after, the first time period of the second display frame, wherein the second transmitter electrode comprises at least two common
electrodes of the plurality of common electrodes, and wherein the first transmitter electrodes comprises a different number of common electrodes of the plurality of common electrodes than that of the second transmitter electrode.

24. The display device of claim 19, wherein the processor is configured to drive the first transmitter electrode for capacitive sensing during a fourth time period of the first display frame, the fourth time period occurring after the second time period and before all the display lines have been updated during the first display frame.

25. The display device of claim 19, wherein the processor is configured to drive the first common electrode for updating the first display line during a first time period of a second display frame, and to drive the first transmitter electrodes for capacitive sensing during a second time period of the second display frame, the second time period of the second display frame occurring before the first time period of the second display frame.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME PERIOD A</th>
<th>UPDATE COMMON ELECTRODE 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TIME PERIOD B</td>
<td>UPDATE COMMON ELECTRODE 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIME PERIOD C</td>
<td>UPDATE COMMON ELECTRODE 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIME PERIOD D</td>
<td>UPDATE COMMON ELECTRODE 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIME PERIOD E</td>
<td>PERFORM CAPACITIVE SENSING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIME PERIOD F</td>
<td>UPDATE COMMON ELECTRODE 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIME PERIOD G</td>
<td>UPDATE COMMON ELECTRODE 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIME PERIOD H</td>
<td>UPDATE COMMON ELECTRODE N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIME PERIOD I</td>
<td>VERTICAL BLANKING PERIOD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 3**
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